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Long Range Forecast
A LONG RANGE FORECAST FOR THIS WINTER
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ABSTRACT

An attempt was made by the author to make a subjective
long range farecast far the winter of 1982 to 1983 by
using sea surface temperature anomalies. He keyed in on
the water temperatlD'e anomalies in the equatorial
Eastern Pacific, the northern Pacific Ocean, and the
northern Atlantic Ocean. From these anomalies the
author made a subjective forecast of the winter 700 mb
height anomalies and height field over the United States
and both oceans. From that pattern he derived a
temperatwe and precipitation forecast for the United
States.

Numerous articles have been written on the
subject of long range forecasting. Many
authors, such as Namias and Henricksen,
have keyed in on ocean sea surface temper
ature anomalies in determining a winter
outlook, and this concept is utilized in
this study. There is no attempt in this
article to present an objective method of
long range forecasting, but rather to show
that at least a subjective long range
forecast is feasible if sea sur face tem
perature anomalies are known.

A few me teorologis ts incl uding Namias (2)
propose that warm equator ial waters in the
eastern pacific Ocean strengthen the Aleu
tian low, which in turn produces negative
height anomalies (at 700 I1t>s) in the east
ern United States. They also propose that
cold equatorial waters in the Eastern Pa
cific Ocean relate to positive height ano
malies in the eastern United states. This
is factor number one considered in the
forecasts.

Henricksen (3) attempted to show a rela
t ionsh ip between Nor th Atlant ic Ocean sea
surface temperature anomalies and the
height anomalies upstream in the United
States. He was able to obtain the water
temperature records from the various sta
tionary weather ships in the North Atlan
tic. He found a large correlation between
the water temperature anomalies measured
at ship Charlie (53N 35W), and the winter
sur face temperatures and height anomalies
in the eastern United States. Unusually
cold water at ship Charlie related to neg
ative height anomalies in the eastern uni-
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ted states and vice versa. According to
Henricksen such cold water might well lead
to below normal heights in that area and
to above normal heights west of Green
land. The above normal heights west of
Greenland (blocking) would tend to depress
the westerlies in the eastern United
States. This was factor number two con
sidered in the forecasts.

Factor number three that is incorporated
in the forecast was anomalous water tem
perature patterns in the Northern Pacific
Ocean. Examination of the Northern Paci
fic Ocean water temperature patterns for
1947 to 197B (4) showed that, in most
cases, the major negative height anomaly
was about 5 degrees north northeast of the
center of the major cold water anomaly.
Through teleconnections (5) a reasonable
estimate of the location of negative
height anomalies in the United states
could be made.

Cold water anomalies between 30N and 45N
seemed to work best. The center of such
an anomaly between l60E and IBOW related
to negative height anomalies over the cen
tral Uni ted States; cold water anomalies
centered between lBOW and 160W related to
negative height anomalies over the eastern
United States; cold water anomalies
centered between 160'" west and 140 0 west
related to negative height anomalies off
both coasts; cold water anomalies cen
tered between l40W and the west coast
seemed to relate to negative height anoma
lies in the western United States. Table
1 summarizes these correlations.

There also seems to be a good relationship
between warm water anomalies off Baja Cal
ifornia and negative height anomalies in
the southeast united States. Elsewhere in
the Northern pacific Ocean the relation
ship between warm water anomalies and the
position of t"Fie"'negative height anomalies
in the united States is only tenuous.
There does seem to be a weak correlation
between unusually warm water east of 140W
and low height anomalies in the eastern
United States; also between unusually warm
water west of 140W and low height anoma
lies in the western United States.
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TABLE 1.

LONGITUDE OF THE COLD WATER

ANOMALY CENTER IN THE

NORTHERN PACIFIC OCEAN

RESULTANT POSITION OF THE

NEGATIVE HEIGHT ANOMALIES

IN THE UNITED STATES

160 EAST TO 180 WEST CENTRAL UNITED STATES

180 WEST TO 160 WEST EASTERN UNITED STATES

160 WEST TO 140 WEST OFF BOTH COASTS

140 WEST TO WEST COAST WESTERN UNITED STATES

Several forecasters in the National Weath
er Service Forecast Office at Washington,
D.C. made forecasts on the position of the
negative height anomaly in the United
States for the years 1947 to 1978. This
was based only on the relationships just
discussed concerning water temperature
anomalies in the northern Pacific Ocean.
It was discovered that, in some of those
cases, there was considerable disagreement
where the cold water anomaly center in the
pacific Ocean was actually located.

Nevertheless, the results were very en
couraging. Of the 32 cases between 1947
to 1978 the average number of times of the
negative height anomaly was correctly po
si tioned by the forecasters was 50 per
cent. Random guessing would produce 25
percent correct choices. This is be
cause the forecasters had four choices:
the western United States, the central
United States, the eastern United States,
and of f both co as ts. The r esul t was es
pecially good considering that there were
several cases where the center location of
the water temperature anomalies and/or the
center location of the negative height

Figure 1. Sea sur face temperature (SST)
departure from 26-Year mean, expressed in
degrees Fahrenheit, over the northern Pa
cific Ocean, Winter 1955.

anomalies in the United states were next
to impossible to determine, as seen in
Figure 1. If only the good cases were
considered the r esul ts would be much bet
ter (see Figures 2 and 3).

"-.:......_---'~=2::o.l'.",:..-v~~_':"""--l WINTER 1978

Figure 2. Sea surface temperature (SST)
departure from 26-Year mean, expressed in
degrees Fahrenheit, over the northern Pa
cific Ocean, Winter 1978.

Figure 3. Sea surface temperature (SST)
departure from 26-Year mean, expressed in
degrees Fahrenheit, over the northern Pa
cific Ocean, Winter 1950.
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In summary, the three predictors used to
determine the height anomalies in the Uni
ted States were the water temperature ano
malies in the a) eastern Pacific equatori
al waters, bl the northern Pacific Ocean,
and c) in the northern Atlantic Ocean.

What would happen if the three predictors
each positioned the negative height anoma
lies in a different location in the united
States? There are these three possibili
ties:

1) One water temperature anomaly,
especially if it was strong,
could produce an atmospheric
circulation that would overwhelm
the potential circulations that
would be produced by other water
temperature anomalies.

2) The upper air pattern could
change back and forth between
circulations favoring one water
temperature anomaly and circula
tions favoring another such ano
maly.

3) The circulation pattern over the
United States could adjust it
self to the circulation anoma
lies in the oceans in such a way
that was inconsistent to normal
teleconnect ions. For example,
above normal heights in the cen
tral Pacific Ocean and the re
sultant below normal heights in
the western United States usual
ly favor above normal heights in
the eastern united States. How
ever, above normal he ights west
of Greenland caused by cold wa
ter at Ship Charlie might also
cause heights in the eastern
United States to be below normal.

As of late November 1982, temperatures of
the eastern pacific equatorial waters were
running 2° to 4° F above normal. This
would imply a stronger than normal Al
eutian low, aboYe normal heights in the
western united States, and below normal
heights in the eastern United States dur
ing this winter.

water temperatures at Ship Charlie (in the
North Atlantic) were running about 4°F
below normal in late November 1982 In
fact, most of the water temperatures in
the nor th Atlant ic Ocean nor th of 45N and
west of 20W were running at least 4°F be
low normal. This would imply he ights
above normal west of Greenland and thus
below normal heights in the eastern United
States.

The northern Pacific Ocean water tempera
ture anomalies are shown in Figure 4. It
is somewhat a difficult pattern to work
with. However the warm water off Baja
California suggests lower than normal
heights in the southeast united states.
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The center of the broad cold water anomaly
is about l67W; this implies heights above
normal in the western Uni ted States and
below normal heights in the eastern United
States.

Figure 4. Northern Pacific Ocean sea sur
face temperature anomalies in degrees
Fahrenheit, as of late November, 1982.
Approximate center is near 38N l67W.

For the winter of 1982-83, the water tem
perature anomaly patterns all seem to in
dicate the same thing: negative height
anomalies in the east and southeast por
tions of the United states, and positive
height anomalies in the western united
States! There does seem to be a vague
correlation between the intensity of the
water temperature anomalies and the inten
sity of the corresponding height depar
tures in that area. Keeping that in mind,
the author made a subjective forecast of
the placement and intensity of the height
anomalies for this coming winter (F igure
5); this would lead to the 700 rob flow
seen in Figure 6. Figure 7 is a sUbjec
tive interpretation of the surface temper
ature and precipitation anomalies that
would follow from such a pattern at 700
mb. This forecast is very similar to
those of some other long range forecast
ers.

There are four main criticisms that could
be made against these methods. The first
is that the water temperature anomalies
used for the studies of the 1947 to 197 8
winters were those of the winter consid
ered. It could be argued that those ano
malies were caused by the anomalous 700 rob
circulation in the oceans and not visa
versa. However water temperature patterns
change slowly most of the time from the
late fall (the time the forecast would
normally be made) to the winter. So most
of the time I believe this approach would
still be valid.
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Figure 5. Forecast 700 mb height departure from 26-Year mean, in tens of feet, for the
winter 1982-83.

Figure 6. Forecast actual 700 mb mean heights in tens of feet, for the winter 1982-83.
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Figure 7. Winter forecast for temperature
and precipitation over the U.S. for Decem
ber 1982 through February 1983, expressed
in terms of departure from normal. Solid
lines represent the temperature boundaries
and dashed lines are precipitation.

Another problem is tha t the sea sur face
temperature normals are slightly different
depending on which source material is
used. This article utilizes normals from
the "Oceanographic Monthly Summary Sea
surface Temperature Climatology, April
1982" (8).

A third criticism is that with a given 700
mb circulation, temperature and precipita
tion anomalies can be quite different from
one situation to the next. This would be
especially true if an anomalously exten
sive snow cover set up in the United
states early in the season, or if there
was an anomalous lack of snow cover. Al
so, total winter precipitation in much of
the United States tends to be mainly a re
sult of just a couple of storms. The cir
culation patterns at the time of those
storms often is different than the mean
circulation, which would throw off the
forecast.

The fourth criticism that could be leveled
is that volcanic ash or sunspot cycles are
not considered. Although they may cer-

tainly playa role, water temperature ano
malies were considered the most important
factor, and concentration was placed on
them.

A verification of this forecast will ap
pear in the first National Weather Digest
issue following this winter.
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If you have enjoyed reading this issu 7 of the
National Weather Digest, please pass it on to
a friend when you are through. Thank you!
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